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DNA isa double-helical polyelectrolyte molecule that has an entire length ranging仕omseveral 
nanometers七ocentime七ers.In principle， DNA is a very stif molecule， and the chain shorter 
than its persistence length (~ 50nm) behaves as a stif rod. On the other hand， most of natural 
DNA molecules have the sizes much longer than this length， and they exhibit a nature of soft 
matter even in the level of a monomolecular chain. For example， a single T4 DNA (57μm) 
chain undergoes the transition from a fluctuati時 coiledstate to a compact condensed state (a 
coil-globule transition) in the presence of various ionic species. Such a compact state is， after 
al， an aggregate of a number of DN A segments that are chemically linked with each other 
one-dimentionally. Typically， a condensed structure of T4 DNA exhibits a toroidally folded ring 
struc七ure.In this case， the coil-globule transition of DNA may be characterized by the following 
two processeSj the formation of loops and their aggregation along a single chain. 
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and thus， a continuous model works satisfactorily. The chain conformation is then characterized 
by ls， the total length of the string segments .and ρ(ν， .e) the existing probability density of the 
aggregate of νloops with the mean loop length of.e The combination of string segments and 
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U sing a free energy of a ring f (ν，.e) and that of a string segment per unit length fs， the total 
free energy for the chain with a rings-on-a-string structure is given as 
F[ρ = Lpf山 +kBT L p(ln(p/ (2) 
where the domain A is given部 {(ν，.e) 1三ν<∞，0三ぱ三 L-ls}. L is the entire length of 
the chain. The conservation of mass is written as 
Lρゆ (3) 
In this presentation， we derive the仕eeenergy of a ring structure f(ν，.e) on the basis of a 
wormlike chain model， and solve the minimization of the total free energy. A ring is formed 
by a polyelectrolyte chain， and is stabilized by complex with (multivalent) counterions， which 
leads to the charge neutralization of this ring. We model this ring as a structure where only 
its surface is electrically charged. Applicability of this framework to an ac七ualexperiment， 
especially the dependence of the transi七ionalbehavior on the ionic strength is discussed. In 
principle， the folding transition of T4 DNA isall-or-none type transition in a low-salt condition， 
and the partially folded chain appears stably only in a high-salt condition. The present formalism 
semiquantitatively explains the experimental trend with a fairly reasonable setting of parameters. 
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